CRYPTFILLCOINICO PRESENTATION
Overview of CryptFillCoin Platform

Summary


CryptFillCoin has been conceived and designed to
bring the cheapest way to send, receive and store
the most popular and favorite cryptocurrencies. We
will be offering individuals and companies the
ability to create invoices, send and receive
payments, multi- currency wallets. As the project
grows and expands we look forward to adding
more features to open more avenues and appeal to
more markets to facilitate converting more fiat
currencies into cryptocurrencies.

What is CryptFillCoin?






CryptFillCoin is a cryptocurrency founded on the idea that
users should be rewarded for the platform they choose.
CryptFillCoin’s main goal in all of this is to open the commerce
market to cryptocurrency. Having an easy way for business to
exchange fiat currencies with cryptocurrencies of individuals
and vice versa is virtually rare, and with our team and
experience we believe we can accomplish this effectively and
securely.
Our main goal is to create an environment of trust, and safe
operations for all users.

George Nuamah – CEO and Founder







George has a long background in computer
programming with a degree in computer science.
He has led many projects and has a passion for
software programming and design.
Created many desktop and web based applications.
Experience has led to a great understanding of the
Iot.

Distribution of Funds
Ether Distribution

ICO Distribution

CryptFillCoin(CFC) Token














During presale and the ICO, purchases can receive extra tokens up to a certain
limit. We are setting a cap of 2 million tokens to be sold during the presale. During
this time, all purchases will be given 30% more tokens. Once the ICO starts, the
bonus structure will change to the following:
Phase 1 of the ICO will offer 20% more tokens on purchases on the first 3 million
tokens. This is outside of the tokens sold during thepresale.
Phase 2 of the ICO will offer 10% more tokens on purchases on the next 5 million
tokens.
Phase 3 of the ICO will offer no bonus tokens
Pricing structure will work as follows:
Pre-sale each CFCtoken will cost $0.20
Phase 1 each CFCtoken will cost $0.24
Phase 2 each CFCtoken will cost $0.28
Phase 3 each CFCtoken will cost $0.32
The pre-sale is when you have the best deal as $100 USDwill get you 500 CFC
Tokens and 30% more totaling 650 tokens.

ICO BonusSchedule

Initial Coins on Platform at Beginning








The initial coins we are going to offer on the
platform will be:
Bitcoin
Ethereum
Dogecoin
CFC
We are keeping this simple to create greater
chance of success.This list will grow!

Key Features













Ability to convert coins from one to another
Ability to trade and swap coins with other users
Ability to store and disperse coins within the safe and secure
CryptFillCoin platform
Ability to privatize or publicize any account info user feels
relevant
Ability to send/receive invoices, send/receive payment in
your favorite form of cryptocurrency
Full UI will be available to provide detailed statistics,
reports and other pieces of information
All transactions conducted in the CryptFillCoin platform will
be instant.

BussinessModel






A plan for the successful operation of a
business, identifying sources of revenue, the
intended customer base, products, and details
of financing.
CryptFillCoin’s business model consist of a
collection of projects that will integrate the
currency as its primary trade/payment option
These include CRYPTFILL, AFMAK,
INSURE-VIA-NET

CryptFillInvestment


Cryptfill investment is a platform started with
the focus on maximizing profits through
cryptocurrency trading



With an average monthly return of 33.3%



Updates available for earnings



Prompt Payment Policy



Guaranteed returns on trading

CryptFillInvestment

Afmak


Afmak literally stands for “African Market”.



Afmak is a 5year conceptualized project that
aims to become the future Amazon for Africa



Afmak is an E-Commerce platform that is
focused the marketing, buying and selling of
African products and services



All world-wide products and services are also
permitted on the platform

Afmak

Insure-Via-Net

Insurance




Should for whatever reason your monies get stolen,
have fraudulent activity on an account, misroute
money, or any other number of reasons we will
recover it. As long as this event occurs on the
CryptFillCoin system and terms.
We of course will take every step possible to
prevent this, but have the peace of mind that you
are safe with usno matter what.

The Crypto Economy




We know and understand the volatility of the
crypto markets. We’ve all seen the pump and
dumps, the crazy drops and inexplicable growth,
but how do you combatthese?
Our system is designed to not target a single
market or currency. We’ve been developing our
system to spread our transactions not only over
exchanges, but also over currencies as to not target
one specificcoin.

Can we buy from CryptFillCoin?




Eventually yes. Our first and foremost priority is to
establish a user base built on trust and confidence.
To support this user base in a way we feel is fair we
must first establish enough Bitcoin and Ethereum to
not only diversify the coins offered, but be as
responsive and immediate as our customers will
have come to expect.

Is this For Real?







“Dude, there’s no way this is real. I meanit’s
obviously too good to be true, and there’s no way
they can do it for real.”
“What’s the catch?”
Well, it is real. Don’t get left out in this
opportunity for financial freedom.
The most successful businesses over the last
decade have all been digital businesses.

Do you store the currency?




Our team at CryptFillCoin is trying to make
cryptocurrencies easily accessible to the mainstream
public. By acting like a bank we’re trying to bring
tried and true methods to the crypto world like 0
fee storage, free transfers, interest gained on
assets, and complete security all while ensuring
access to funds
With a multi-server cold wallet system, we feel we
can offer the best protection to users’ funds, as well
as ensure a truly fee free service.

Multi-Server Cold Wallet System




Members of the CryptFillCoin team spin up new
servers daily, to allow a new and completely
different location for users’ cold wallets to be
stored.
This has a lot of proprietary knowledge and without
going into to much detail think of a nuclear launch
codes, good for one day and destroyed never to be
used again.

Thank you
We look forward to serving you.

